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Accuracy, Precision and

Sig Figs

Significant Figures

How scientists collect and record their data is extremely important for maintaining
validity. Thus, scientists must be aware of the tools they use and their own skills at
using these tools. A tool is only as good as the person using it.

Using significant figures (sig figs) allows scientists to show the precision of the
measuring tools they used in their data collecting and the accuracy of their own
abilities. Also, significant figure rules help maintain the precision and integrity of any
calculations performed with their data. So, in our study of chemistry we will always use
significant figures with measurements and calculations from this point.

Recognizing Significant Figures

1. All non-zero digits are significant. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
2. All zeroes between sig figs are significant.
3. Leading zeroes are never significant.
4. Trailing zeroes are significant only in the presence of a written decimal.

Examples

0.09870 has 4 sig figs rule #1, rule #3 and rule #4

10.023 has 5 sig figs rule #1 and rule #2

1000. has 4 sig figs rule #1 rule #4

Determine the number of significant figures in each measurement.

10.01 meters 3.14 liters .000000345 grams

300.00 cm 23000 mL .0020 kg
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Think About It

 Describe accuracy and precision.
 Explain the importance of using well-made tools.
 Explain how to record a measurement.
 Explain the need for good lab skills.

Scientific Notation

It is not unusual to encounter very small or very large numbers during a scientific
investigation. But, these numbers are inconvenient to write and can be confusing when
attempting to maintain accuracy. Therefore, scientists usually express numbers using scientific
notation.

Writing numbers in scientific notation

1. Move the decimal point to the right or the left in order obtain only one leading
digit.

2. If the decimal is moved to the right, then subtract from the power of 10 the
number of times you moved the decimal.

3. If the decimal is moved to the left, then add to the power of 10 the number of
times you moved the decimal.

Example: 1,530 = 1.53 x 103 or .00153 = 1.53 x 10-3

Write the following numbers in PROPER scientific notation.

1,000 253

50.85 45,000,000

"Self-discipline is the ability to make yourself do what you should do,
when you should do it, whether you feel like it or not."

--Elbert Hubbard


